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did seem to round off faster than we remember the
last time we ran TKCs south of the border, but seemed
on par with the Karoo Ts we used last year. The softer
compound may be what gives the Big Block the traction
advantage needed when climbing over baby heads and
sharp rocks, but pays for it in mileage.
Heading back to our home port in Washington State
we took California’s twisty scenic Highway 1 until we
reached Oregon. There, winter visited us again with
rain and snow forcing us onto the interstate where we
could make better time. The Big Blocks were surprisingly quiet on the pavement for a knobby without any
annoying hum and without creating much vibration. I
didn’t even notice the vibration until I got on another
GS with street tires. The front tire had a tendency to
track the grooves in corners, but no more than any
knobby does.
Sounding like the perfect tire yet? Good performance at a cheaper price… yes, but there is a catch.
After only 1,832 miles on our overloaded GS the rear
tire only had 4.14 mm of tread left (9.14 new) and was
developing deep stress cracks on the outer blocks.
However, the front tire was faring much better, looking
almost as good as when we mounted it with 7.7mm of
tread left (8.22 when new) and no shark fins. None of
the big bike knobbies are known for longevity but the
Kenda takes the back of the pack on this topic, wearing
out faster than the others. The last set of TKCs we ran
lasted about 3,500 miles on a similar trip before ending
up at this point.
Kenda is just about to release their newest Big Block
and they say mileage is one of the issues they have addressed. If Kenda can keep the price and performance
of the Big Block the same as their competition, this will
be the tire to use.

PROS
Performance on par with more
expensive tires
Less expensive than the competition
Available in popular adventure
bikes sizes
Front tire has good tread life

CONS
Rear tire has short tire life

Black Dog Cycle Works
KTM Footpegs
by Bill Brennan

Black Dog Cycle Work’s KTM footpegs are a winner. I
knew just after purchasing my KTM 990R that I was going to have to replace the footpegs because they were
too darn small. The light and tough BDCW footpegs
are made of aircraft aluminum and installation was a
snap. Within ten minutes the Black Dog footpegs were
mounted and ready for testing using nothing more than
a pair of pliers.
The foot print measures 2.5" wide x 4.25" long which
I found to be ample real estate for my size 13 boots and
a large improvement over the stock footpegs. Cueing
the bike by applying pressure to these beauties really
enhanced handling on single track, high-speed sand
whoops and on extended highway jaunts. The large
surface area covered with traction cleats offers a secure
feeling while standing, especially in technical sections. Traction was excellent against my smooth sole
adventure boots.
While hanging out after a full day of riding, almost
everyone commented on how these new units look—
nothing like a little understated bling on an adventure
bike. The built-in bottle opener located on the bottom side
of the footpegs made for a nice conversation piece and
came in handy for a few riders who were opening their
favorite bottled beverages before discussing the day’s ride.
If you have a KTM adventure bike and can’t quite get
comfortable on the machine because the stock footpegs
are too small then consider the Black Dog Cycle Works
offering. blackdogcw.com

PROS

CONS

Large surface area that
offers great grip

No anodized
color options

Bottle opener built
into the underside of
the footpeg

No height
adjustment
offered by some
competitors

Competitive price
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